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	Java Foundations, 9780782143737 (0782143733), Sybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the strongest possible starting point, no matter what your     endeavor.
     
     Java Foundations provides essential knowledge about     what has arguably become the world’s most important programming language.     What you learn here will benefit you in the short term, as you acquire and     practice your skills, and in the long term, as you use them. Topics covered     include:

	The history of Java     
	Java     fundamentals     
	Keywords and operators     
	Flow control     
	Arrays     
	Basic and     advanced concepts in object-oriented programming     
	Exception      handling     
	Standard Java API classes     
	The collections framework


About the Author
   Todd Greanier has taught Java seminars and consulted for over  5 years and is an expert in enterprise systems and multi-tier architectures. Todd has also written the Java 2 Enhancements seminar for Java University at Sun.
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Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource - FishesGale, 2005
Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource: Fishes offers readers comprehensive and easy-to-use information on Earth's Fishes. Entries are arranged by taxonomy, the science through which living things are classified into related groups. Each entry includes sections on physical characteristics; geographic range; habitat; diet; behavior and...

		

The Android Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the Android SDK (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Do you want to get started building apps for Android, today’s number one mobile platform? Are you already building Android apps but want to get better at it?  The Android ™  Developer’s Cookbook, Second Edition,  brings together all the expert guidance and code you’ll need.
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod & iTunes (2nd Edition)Que, 2005
Apple has taken the digital music world by storm and the  Absolute Beginner's Guide to iPod + iTunes, Second Edition  is your umbrella. It will provide you with all of the information  that you need to get the most out of these amazing digital music  tools. From the basics of listening to audio CDs using iTunes to...




	

Practical Software Factories in .NETApress, 2006
The promise of Software Factories is to streamline and automate software development-and thus to produce higher-quality software more efficiently. The key idea is to promote systematic reuse at all levels and exploit economies of scope, which translates into concrete savings in planning, development, and maintenance efforts. However, the theory...


		

Handbook of Thermoset Plastics, Third Edition (PDL Handbook)William Andrew Publishing, 2013

	Thermosetting plastics are a distinct category of plastics whose high performance, durability and reliability at high temperatures makes them suitable for specialty applications ranging from automotive and aerospace through to electronic packaging and consumer products (your melamine kitchen worktop is a thermoset resin!). Recent developments...


		

Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic .NET in 24 HoursPearson Education, 2002
Teach Yourself Visual Basic.NET in 24 Hours provides readers with 24 structured lessons with step-by-step guidance to real-world tasks.  Each chapter also contains exercises that reinforce the lessons learned in each chapter.  Tips, Notes, and Cautions provide additional advice from the authors on how to get up-to-speed and programming...
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